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A B S T R A C T

Planted shelterbelts are widely used to reduce wind speed in order to control aeolian sediment transport. Both
the morphology of each plant and the distribution of multiple plants are the key parameters to determine the
wind reduction efficiency of shelterbelts. By a comprehensive analysis of the data from wind tunnel measure-
ment and computer simulation from computational fluid dynamics (CFD), this paper studies airflow around a
single plant with different shapes and resistance coefficients as well as around multiple plants with different row
numbers, row spacing, column spacing and arrangement. The simulation is validated by wind tunnel experiment,
and the realizable k-ε turbulence enclosure model used in the simulation provides good predictions of the airflow
field for both single and multiple plants. The study shows the morphology and resistance coefficient of a single
plant have a significant influence on the flow field. Plant canopy with large bottoms and small tops has a better
shelter efficiency. Increasing the row number, decreasing the row spacing or column spacing will result in a
better overall shelter effect of a shelterbelt. The efficiency of each plant for multiple-row shelterbelt is lower than
that of a single row shelterbelt. A single row shelterbelt is the most efficient type in reducing wind speed,
although two or three rows of stagger distribution shelterbelts are also have good efficiencies.

1. Introduction

Vegetation is widely distributed all over the land on the earth. It
connects the pedosphere and the atmosphere and plays an important
role in the migration of the mass and energy on the earth surface.
Windbreaks composed of multiple plants are widely used in providing
protection to crops, animals, people and their properties from harsh
climate (Li et al., 2007). The primary function of a windbreak is to
reduce the wind velocity, which leads to a secondary benefit for mod-
ifying the microclimate in the shelter zone (Cleugh, 1998; Wang et al.,
2001). It also influences the aeolian transport of soil (Van de Ven et al.,
1989; Buckley, 1987), pollutants, pollens and seeds (Gross, 1987).

Plants present as porous obstacles to the approaching airflow, due to
their blockage effect. There are discrepancies of pressure and velocity
before and after the plant canopies. Early research emphasized the wind
velocity reduction efficiency of vegetation in natural environments and
wind tunnels (Chepil and Woodruff, 1963; McMaughton et al., 1989).
The wind reduction efficiency of a shelterbelt is determined by various
factors such as porosity, porosity distribution, shape, height, orienta-
tion, width, spacing, freestream velocity and the surface roughness
(Cornelis and Gabriels, 2005). It is accepted that multiple rows of plants
are more efficient than single row plants, and the porosity is the most

important factor in the design of a windbreak (Hagen and Skidmore,
1971; Heisler and Dewalle, 1988; Dong et al., 2006; Mustafa et al.,
2016). However, the influence of each factors of wind speed reduction
is still unclear, especially considering the heterogeneity of a shelterbelt.
Moreover, there are limitations in studying the airflow across plants.
For field observations, only limited points of velocity can be measured
and the velocity varies in direction and magnitude. For wind tunnel
experiments, the sizes of the plant models are limited. In addition, the
wind tunnel size, the roughness element setup, and the plant model
used vary from case to case. Analytical models have been used in pre-
dicting the flow field across canopies. Wilson and Shaw (1977) devel-
oped a one-dimensional mathematical model of airflow within ca-
nopies. The closure schemes rely upon a prescribed length scale.
Raupach and Shaw (1982) extended this work by discussing the aver-
aging procedures. Some other analytical models (Cionco, 1965; Wang
and Yi, 2012) have many applications but with limitations. For ex-
ample, they are only performed well in dense canopy such as forests
and crops (Wang, 2014).

In recent decades, computational fluid dynamics techniques have
been widely used to simulate the aerodynamics and mechanisms of
turbulent flow around windbreaks. Hagen and Skidmore (1971) and
Bitog et al (2012) investigated the effects of porosity and other
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parameters of a windbreak using a k-ε model. After that, the effect of
width, height, porosity and other parameter were investigated related
to a 2D fences (Wilson, 1985; Wang and Takle, 1995; Wang et al., 2001;
Santiago et al., 2007; Hong et al., 2015). Gross (1987) used a 3D non-
hydrostatic numerical model to simulate the airflow and turbulence
around a tree with a cone shape or ball shape canopy with or without a
trunk. Zeng and Takahashi (2000) used a first-order closure model for
the wind flow within and above canopies. Santiago et al. (2007) found
the simulation of wind flow behind windbreak fitted well with the ex-
perimental results. Yue et al. (2007) studied plant canopy flows using
large eddy simulation. Bourdin and Wilson (2008) compared 2D and 3D
simulation and experimental data of porous fences. They found that on
a fine grid, the results from Fluent’s “realizable k-ε closure”model had a
good agreement with the observed mean winds.

In these simulations, the plants are usually treated as a porous jump
(2D) or porous zone (3D) to provide a pressure jump or pressure gra-
dient through the plants. The mean flow velocity and turbulence level
across a plant greatly depend on physical properties of the vegetation
(Wang et al., 2001). Zhou et al. (2002) also emphasized the importance
of the internal structure of windbreak and introduced two structural
descriptors: vegetative surface area density and cubic density. However,
the internal property of a windbreak is too complicated and irregular to
be treated explicitly. Some experimental expressions have been estab-
lished to calculate pressure jump based on optical porosity of a porous
fence (Hoerner, 1965), but the expressions are not applicable to 3D
plants with more uncertain parameters such as the cubic density and
surface area density.

Recently, researchers began to focus on the heterogeneous struc-
tures inside a single plant or a windbreak. By studying the 3D airflow
around one or a bank of fir trees using the Particle image velocimetry
(PIV) method, Lee and Lee (2012) and Lee et al (2014) found that with
the presence of closely lateral plants, the traverse flow was suppressed
and the upward flow enhanced. With higher speeds and capacities of
computers, airflows around more complex geometries can be simulated.
Endalew et al. (2009) simulated the airflow through plant canopies
using a 3D canopy architecture. Rosenfeld et al. (2010) simulated 3D
flow in the vicinity of a windbreak composed of individual cypress
trees. However, the study about the shelter effect of plant with different
morphology is very inadequate. The wind across a heterogeneous
shelterbelt has not been thoroughly studied (Rosenfeld et al., 2010). In
practical applications, the geometry of a single plant, the row and
column space of multiple plants, and the arrangement in the windbreak
are of great importance because they can provide guidelines in de-
signing an efficient shelterbelt.

In this paper, airflows across a single plant and multiple plants are
simulated and validated by comparing with the wind tunnel experi-
ment. A single plant with a variety of resistance coefficients is simu-
lated, and airflow across plants with different morphology is studied.
Airflow around multiple plants with different row numbers, row spa-
cing, column spacing and arrangement is also studied. In addition,
suggestions are made for constructing effective windbreaks.

2. Method

2.1. Numerical simulation

2.1.1. Governing equations
The airflow is assumed three-dimensional, steady, and in-

compressible. The mass and momentum conservation equations in the
form of the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are written as
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where uiis the i component of the average air velocity, xi and xj are
Cartesian coordinates, ρ is the density, p is the pressure and μ is the
dynamic viscosity. The additional source/sink term, Si, is used to re-
present the porous medium effect in the momentum equation. Outside
of the canopies, the Si term is set to be zero. The Reynolds stresses are
modeled as
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where μt is the turbulent viscosity and δij the Kronecker delta.
The CFD software used to implement the simulation is ANSYS

Fluent. The realizable k-ε turbulent model is chosen for its potentially
better performance in the boundary layer (Bourdin and Wilson, 2008).
In the turbulent model, the model constant (C2), turbulent kinetic en-
ergy Prandtl number (σk), and turbulent dissipation rate Prandtl
number (σε) are 1.9, 1.0 and 1.2, respectively. The standard wall
function is selected in this study.

Plant canopy is modeled as porous media by an additional mo-
mentum source term in the momentum equation:
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where α is the permeability and ci is the inertial resistance factor. The
first term in Eq. (4) represents the viscous loss term and the second the
inertial loss term. As well as other studies about airflow around canopy
(Rosenfeld et al., 2010), the velocity is large enough so that the first
term is ignorable. Eq. (4) can be rewritten as
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Different from a 2D porous fence that can be modeled as a flow re-
sistance jump condition in the flow, other parameters also have influ-
ences on ci, such as the surface area and the shape and distribution of
small elements. Some work has been done to relate ci with the porosity
or the leaf area density (Heoner, 1965; Gross, 1987; Guan et al., 2003).
However, the complexity of shape and distribution of elements (foliage
and branches) makes it difficult to find a well established relationship
for ci. In this paper, a series of ci values were tested and we found that
the most appropriate ci value was about 15m−1 in accordance with the
wind tunnel measurements.

In the CFD solution package, the coupling scheme between velocity
and pressure was selected as the SIMPLE algorithm. A spatial second-
order upwind scheme was used. The convergence criterion of absolute
residuals of continuity equation was set to be 10−5. In most cases, a few
thousand interactions were needed to obtain a converged result.

2.1.2. Simulation setup
The three-dimensional computational domain was established ac-

cording to the experimental setup in the wind tunnel. The computa-
tional domain is 1.9 m (length)× 0.6m (width)× 1.0m (height) for
the case of single plant simulation. For multiple plants, the size of the
domain changes with the measurement region in experiment to be
specified later.

The plant models are 0.2m high and 0.1 m wide. Four different
geometries of canopies are simulated: cylindrical canopy, cypress tree
shape, conical canopy with large bottom and conical canopy with small
bottom.

After a check for a grid-resolution independent solution, the max-
imum mesh size is set to be 0.02m and the regions near the ground and
close to canopy are refined. A total of 1.5–2.1 million cells (which
varies with the domain size) are used for simulation.

For the boundary conditions, the inlet boundary is defined as a
logarithmic velocity profile:
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